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A fitting scene for this time of year, this stamp (Z .681) shows the town of Nax which
is situated above Sion in Valais . I can just imagine philatelists throughout the
Northern Hemisphere enjoying their collections in their cozy homes under rooftop
blankets of snow . The fish symbolize the Zodiac Sign of Pisces, Feb . 19-March 20.
The Zodiac/Landscape mid-value definitive series is currently being replaced by a
new series showing people at work ; many will miss these miniature landscapes .
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HENRY'S GENERAL STORE

by HENRY RATZ

At the time of this writing, the renewals are coming in nicely,
though there is yet no way to tell if we scared anyone away with
the dues increase . Most of you answered the questions on the
voting slip and I will report on those in the next issue . However,
I'll start listing in this issue some of the popular requests for
potential subject articles for Tell . Maybe it will stimulate a few
members to reach for the feather and produce some prose and
illustrations fora wider audience . Just remember, this journal is
your forum and it ain't a TIME Magazine where the boss says,
"Here, writer boy, fill your pocket with money and do a bangup
research job on color threads in the stamps of Timbuloo Island ."
Instead, we can only print what is submitted by the wider member-
ship plus whatever our few regular contributors provide . In that
same context, a recent letter to the editor of The American
Philatelist (11/89) is certainly way off the mark too:

Missing the Boat
I have been an APS member for two or three years now and would like

to add my name to the ranks of those who find The American Philatelist a
disappointment . It seems that all you print are lengthy abstract articles that
have an extremely limited appeal to the average collector . Granted, some
highly specialized collectors might find them of interest, but I think you are
"missing the boat," as they say.

In all of the time that I've been a member, I can count on one hand the
articles that have been of some interest to me . Furthermore, if you want to
encourage our youth and other newcomers to collecting, I suggest that you
print more articles having a broader appeal . What may seem "old hat" and
mundane to the seasoned collector is of great interest to many others . Please
consider a change in your selection of articles .

Eugene Braunschweiger
Martinsville, New Jersey

Mr . Braunschweiger cannot distinguish between a commercial,
paid-for performance, as he can buy with a subscription to any of
the thousands of magazines available, and the editorial content of
a collector's society journal, consisting of articles submitted
voluntarily by its individual members . Mr . Braunschweiger sounds
very much like a Wall Street analyst : "Unless you can show me
instant quarterly profits according to my estimates, you are a bum! "
Stamp collecting, like business building, is a long-term prospect; it
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would be oh so wonderful if we could learn it all according to our
schedule and in the proper sequence . Besides, what does "average
collector" and "broader appeal" mean?

Along the same lines, we also received a more elaborate comment
in a long letter reprinted elsewhere in this issue . I intend to answer
it to some extent, but I urge all of you to let us know your feelings
about some of the issues raised.

In any event, here is a list of comments and/or requests received
following my question on the voting slip : "What subject matter
would you like to see covered in future Tells?"

From the first batch: Fake detection . Standing Helvetia Zum.
66-100 . Less postmarks, more stamps . More about stamps, less
about complex printing processes . Postal stationery . Background or
biographical write-ups . Any special flights with cachets or special
postmarks. You are doing a fine job . Early airmail flights and
covers. Sitting Helvetia perf, printing devices and methods.
Activity news regarding our chapters and news about forming
chapters . Specialized material, flaws, varieties, etc . Swiss soldier
stamps. State rates for which new stamps are issued. SBZ articles
translated. Collectors' experiences with travel in Switzerland.
Estate service a good idea . Swiss official agencies (BIT, WHO,
etc .) . Combinations perf and imperf Sitting Helvetia covers and
usage. Something about railway stamps, my specialty . Why are Pro
Juventute apparently losing popularity? Original material from my
newly prolific authors! [?-HR] Standing and Sitting Helvetias, how
to tell colors? How about reporting on results of Swiss auctions.
Strubels. Listing of European auctions.

Typical stamp society: 26 different subjects from 39 members;
and I shall proceed to add my 2¢ to some of these requests and will
continue to do so in upcoming issues.

Fake detection on Swiss stamps : Too vague; please identify
yourself and be more specific, there are so many . We have several
members who can sniff them out, one in particular I have asked for
years to put something together for us . Alas, he has no time for
Tell, instead he wants to produce the ultimate textbook on fakes.
However, I believe all fakes of the classic era have been documen-
ted thoroughly in books and journals; and several of the above
mentioned members have had articles published in The AP, all
material you can request from the APRL library . Also, the
Switzerland section of the fabulous translation of the "Serrane
Guide " is yet to appear in the ongoing series in The AP.

Furthermore, Bob Zeigler, who will plate your unknown Rayons
for a few bucks (and therefore has to look out for forgeries first),
is in the process of writing a Swiss philatelic handbook. I'm sure
he will have a few chapters in there about Swiss fakes . If you
don't trust Bob, you can send your material to any of the three
Swiss AHPS members who are accredited experts : Walter Abt, Pierre
Guinand and Max Hertsch . But don't expect them to this for free.
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What is not covered in the existing literature is the unfortunate
fact that a lot of inexpensive, modern material is being enhanced
with gimmicks such as SON cancels, backdated cancels, regumming,
etc. Most such material will go undetected for decades to come as
lower-priced material is rarely submitted for examination by
experts . Generally speaking, good homework, common sense,
examiners' certificates, buying from the right sources, and a bit less
material greed will go a long way to hold you free from harm.

Standing Helvetia, Zum. 66-100 : This subject has been covered
in Tell extensively in 1983-4 when we translated the definitive
handbook of this issue by Messrs . Guinand, Valko, Doorenbos and
Hertsch which was published by, and still available from Zumstein
in Bern . If the author of this request is a newer member, I suggest
that you request the pertinent pages from the APRL (we're out of
back issues of Tell for this period) . I assume that this area is one
of the more popular among AHPS members ; if you want to learn
more about it, I can only encourage you to write something for Tell
about one aspect of it . You will soon find out how many members
are willing to correct you or trade information and stamps with you.
I know one member who, for a first or last day of that issue, will
send you a ticket to come watch the hurricanes pass by his house.

Listing of European Auctions : Above is a composite clipping
of the Swiss (and some German) auctions slated for the 1989/90
period as printed by the SBZ . There are others, but I can only
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think of two right away: Bächer, Bahnhofplatz 3, CH-3011 Bern;
Kronenberg, Hirschgässlein 44/4, CH-4010 Basel . As for the
British, French, Dutch, and Nordic auctions, I suggest you look up
Linn ' s "Auction Calendar" which lists most of the major ones.

Quality and level of professional descriptions varies as with U .S.
auctions ; bids for top quality are generally very high but most are
eye-openers as far as variety goes . And, all are true treasure troves
for collectors of a special field with reasonable prices enabling you
to fill the bulk of your specialty, leaving you with plenty of money
to go after the better pieces individually . The negative aspect of
European auctions, however, are the added costs of commissions
(15-18%), lot fees, postage, insurance, and currency conversion.
On small lots, these secondary costs can add 40% to the hammer
price; and 25-30% on larger bids.

Reporting on Swiss auction results : Well, most major Swiss
auctions have several thousand lots on the block each time. There
may be 25 different lots of one single catalog number, all with
different cancels and in different condition . Unless you study the
photos and read the descriptions yourself, you can't really know
whether apples or oranges are involved . And, as I demonstrated
earlier, 400 cooks will create 400 different soups . So, how can one
single reporter satisfy each individual need? It's a nice idea,
assuming everyone collects the same items, but it's, at best, a
tremendous burden on the volunteer and never worth the effort
spent on it . Nice, but illusory . Do your own homework. Put your
name on the mailing list of one or two of the above companies and
dig in yourself ; find out just how fast the evening goes by . In the
process, you can learn a thing or two about how the condition of
Swiss stamps relates to the prices realized.

Something about railway stamps, my specialty : Sorry my friend,
you got it wrong! It's we who would like to read what you have to
say about your specialty . I'm sure you didn't accumulate your
collection overnight, so you must have acquired some knowledge
about their use, their printing, their values, etc . This is knowledge
that none of the other 450 members possess . Please share it!

Why are PJ stamps apparently losing popularity? : In what
sense? Among collectors or mail users? Among collectors, I would
assume that the lack of direction or cohesiveness in design and the
rather miserable execution of some of them of late are the main
reasons. There is no way a series like last year's abomination will
have the same appeal that others, such as the flower or butterfly
series, have had with topical collectors world-wide . The real
trouble started in 1978 with those poster-like, sledgehammer designs
of Swiss community arms ; they gave that delicate and refined
collection its first black eye and I'm surprised they lasted four
years . Also, there are tons of PJ stamps on the market. All those
relatives who sent you at least four, most likely overfranked, letters
for Christmas each year have done the job.

As far as mail users are concerned, the consumption of semi-
postal stamps is way down world-wide. There is simply too much
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other mail being delivered asking for donations here, there and
everywhere—a situation not unique to the States, the Swiss invented
charitable organizations! The premium on these stamps for
charitable purposes is now 45% ; and it's 50% if you buy them in
booklet form (which the Swiss do quite a bit because they are
peddled by school-kids) . If you are convinced that the proceeds are
used for good causes, that's not too much; but suspicion about
doubtful employment of the moneys on such things as regal staffs
and banquets, have crept in over the years and buyers have started
to balk. The PTT certainly has a lot of leftovers, including the Pro
Sport and Flood overprint stamps, and I always cringed a bit when
they all showed up on my new cancel subscription envelopes or
sheetlets—a perfect way to unload deadbeats.

Activity news regarding our chapters, news about forming
chapters: Good point, but very little to report . I guess it's a sign
of the times that we have an aging crowd, an upwardly mobile
society fleeing to the suburbs, fear of crime, high commuting costs
and parking fees, all of which have caused our chapters to go, one
by one, to the big meeting hall in the sky . And, I'm not sure that
the trend can be reversed . If I lived in a big metropolitan area, I
sure would try to get something together . I will simply turn this
question over to some of the self-starters among you . To make sure
that we protect the privacy of all who want it so, I simply suggest
to anyone who wants to find others interested in forming a local
group, to place a free mini-ad by writing the Editor . The level of
response will quickly tell you if the effort is worth pursuing . Some
seed money will be made available to anyone who can get a group
together and further the cause.

Soldier stamps of Switzerland : You did not come to our
convention in Indianapolis . Too bad, because you missed an
exquisite soldier stamp exhibit from WW I by Rudy Schaelchli . He
won a gold with it at GABRA in Switzerland. Rudy also had an
article in the last issue of Tell . Of course there is more to be said
about soldier stamps, but at the same time, I warn you guys, this is
definitely one of those periodic fads that come and go in philately.
Soldier stamps are riding the crest these days and descriptions like
extremely rare, unique, etc ., abound. Dealer prices are also on the
crest . With no disrespect to Rudy and others who certainly paid
good money for some genuinely rare items, and to several of our
regular advertisers, Swiss soldier stamps are still better bought by
the pound than by the piece . Collect them for their variety and
nice colorful designs, but certainly not for their philatelic (over)use
and values . Boy, are they going to call me names again!

Strubels : Read Robert Bosich's letter further back in this Tell.
Those who would be interested in a translation of the Hunziker
book should send me a postcard and indicate how much it would
be worth to you (ballpark, of course) . I'll follow up later.

A couple of thoughts about our auctions : The good news is that
our new Auction Manager, Vinal Grim, reports sales of almost
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$4000 worth of Swiss and Liechtenstein material in the last two
auctions. That's fantastic! Special thanks to the few who bid and
donated money for Lot #1 in Auction #84 . I hope you enjoy that
magazine's fine articles on Swiss stamp design and production, and
Liechtenstein's special section . We still have a few left and I hope
another group will bid on them the next time we offer them. It
would help if we could print some testimonials from people who
have read that issue of USA-Switzerland.

The bad news is that we are again short of material to sell for
you. So please dig into your shoeboxes full of Swiss covers and
stamps and send them to Vinal . Remember that the minimum
catalog value per lot is $25 (you can group items into a lot if you
fall short of that figure otherwise) . Also, and I repeat myself, I
spotted a "No-No" in Auction #84, a regummed 1934 NABA sheet.
Please, there is enough good Swiss material afloat that we don't
have to trick each other with */#&! If ever you get stung with
such material, eat it by washing off the goo and proudly displaying
it in your album as a monument to your own gullibility . No Fakes
and No Regums in AHPS auctions and sales circuits under my
watch, Period!
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Steven S . Weston

Various fake cancellations are being used by a stamp dealer in
Amsterdam. Apparently the fake Swiss and Liechtenstein canceling
devices are located in Austria where it is not illegal to possess such
devices unless the police have proof that they are being used to
defraud collectors . Marks from these devices are illustrated above.
The Basel 2 device is known with the following dates : 22 .04 .30—8;
11 .10.45—12; 02.09 .52—10; 20 .05 .57—18 ; 03 .12 .60—20; 07.10.63—12.
The IMABA device is particularly dangerous.

And, someone is forging the recent PP booklet . For Pete's sake,
aren't dealers already making enough on this philatelic accident?
Now, you had better get your booklets expertised! Just joking.
The PP Foundation is taking the forger (a Swiss dealer) to court.
The forged booklet has genuine FD canceled stamps inside the
forged cover . So, in order to have a "complete" collection, you'll
need the four types of genuine booklets and the forgery. Yes,
there's a fourth type with the imprint of a smallish Zürich bank on
the inside of the cover.

Would you believe another booklet story? The new Pro Sport
stamp also comes in booklet form, privately made and sold . Perhaps
these groups should study our USPS and sell these booklets attached
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to a T-shirt to further maximize revenues . Again, just joking . The
front cover of the booklet replicates the stamp design on a green
colored cover containing 10 stamps for sFr. 7 .— . The inside front
cover has information regarding the use of funds and a "thank you ."
There are three language versions : German, French and Italian.

Collectors of cardboard will, of course, have to have all of these
ersatz items, and they cost a pretty penny. As Felix Ganz said,
"collecting booklet covers may not be philately after all ."

Some things never show their age . I recently became aware of
the centenary of the first usage of the Swiss emergency cancel
(Aushilfsstempel) . Illustrated on the left is the first one used in
Grosswangen, Canton Luzern, on October 23, 1889 . On the right
is a recent example showing that little has changed in a century.

Being an imperfect person (see my misspelling of fendant on
page 189 of the November issue), I hesitate to point out errors
made by others, but . . . The Swiss PTT has redesigned their "Stock
List" to include illustrations of stock items (which should increase
sales). List #35 shows various illustrated cards on the last page.
These are beautiful cards and every Swiss collector should have a
set to keep and another set to use for correspondence . Items 802,
803 and 804 are illustrated with flopped illustrations; this is
especially noticeable with item 802 . Zumstein's new annual catalog
also has an illustration error; Z .777 is shown with an inverted
illustration (p .102) . These things happen to the best of us.

The Swiss PTT have corrected another mistake : They have
resumed advertising in Tell . Welcome back! Now if I could just
get them to send me their Amtsblatt and press releases, we could all
be better informed about their philatelic programs . In the mean-
time, order something from them and mention that you saw their
ad in Tell!

In the past, these pages have contained some pretty scathing
remarks about the recent PJ stamp designs . This year is different;
the designs are much more pleasing to collectors according to my
grapevine. Incidentally, maximum cards are available at sFr . 8 .—
for the set of four.

A few months ago I made some comments about politics on
stamps in regard to the 1939 Crossbow and Branch issue . The other
day I read that Swiss voters narrowly defeated a referendum
measure to abolish the Army draft. The thought occurred to me
that the recent issue commemorating the 100th anniversary of the
Swiss Fieldpost (Z .770) may have had some political implications.
I'm sure the situation was at least discussed and, thankfully, they
went ahead with their plans to commemorate a postal function that
has provided much enjoyment for philatelists around the world.

Happy New Year!
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Postbox

Dear Editor,
I wish to convey my feelings about Tell and Swiss [stamp]

dealers in America.
Tell has improved under your supervision . Tell should scrap all

the esoteric postmark trivia on issues after WW II . The new issues
info is ok; member and auction data are good too! But not too
much.

Most people leave these groups because the old guard dominates
with years of knowledge and new collectors feel insecure . Mr.
Zeigler is going to help me with a reference collection of Strubels
as I have a lot of them and this area is hard for me on color shades.
But, I have found little knowledge in Tell about fundamentals on
classics, varieties and rarities in latter years except consistent review
of forgeries in each issue.

Also, I'd like to see translations of classic articles, even if they
are reprinted every few years. Although that may bore the old
guard, I think they would understand that newer collectors are
starved for proper knowledge and want to build excellent collections
of Swiss stamps.

The so-called Swiss dealers I have dealt with in America are not
very friendly. They are abrupt and don 't help you with your
questions . I am beginning to believe abruptness is a trait of Swiss
people . I hope I am wrong . As for dealers selling Swiss stamps,
you well know most dealers at shows sell junk of all countries; it is
hard to keep good material in stock as knowledgeable collectors buy
the good stuff immediately . Overall, there is just a shortage of
good Swiss as well as classics of other countries . Covers are
tougher . Tell can help a lot on fraud, forgeries, etc ., if we have
proper, basic knowledge in each issue about stamps, classics,
varieties and forgeries.

Concluding, Tell should have more material about the basics on
classics, varieties, rarities, translations of classic articles, pictures of
difficult reference material supplementing the large Zumstein book.
For example, who can see the engraving on UPU issues (blue one)
in the darn book?

Also, we should have a classified section so we can buy, sell,
exchange info amongst the membership ; informal meetings can then
be set up . Tell could be a clearing house for members to reach out
to each other and share the knowledge we all want.

Some of us would love to pay for a translation of the large,
illustrated Strubel book on a collective basis . This book is good
looking; but, what does it say?

Bob Bosich
Orange, California

(continued on the next page)
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Thank you for your letter ; not many members write about what
they like, or don't like about Tell and I appreciate both kinds of
input.

Naturally, Tell is a product of compromises made to keep the
maximum number of members happy without slighting anyone's
favorite subject . It's also a product of members' input; if no one
submits articles or translations on certain subjects, then those
subjects don't appear . Lately, our most productive contributors have
been focusing on certain subjects such as postmarks, postal history
and modern era topics . Sadly, this may the case for some time
because so few people can afford to study the classic issues and
those who can are not writing about them.

Modern era topics may get more attention because they are
affordable and available to collectors . In fifty years, philatelists
will probably be thankful that these subjects were written about and
clamoring for reprints.

I guess we have to accept that Tell articles will run in cycles . At
times you'll see a lot of articles about stamps and, at other times,
many on other philatelic subjects . Henry Ratz and I are trying to
keep a good balance by writing articles on subjects experiencing a
shortage of contributed material.

Reprinting articles dealing with the fundamentals of the classic
issues, or for that matter any article reprints, has been discouraged
by the officers and most members . It is felt that our journal should
emphasize original and new writing because the old articles are
available from philatelic libraries . This seems to be a justifiable
position and we have run several articles about what is available in
the libraries in the US and Switzerland.

I too would like an English translation of Hunziker's Strubel
book. But our last experience with a major book translation left a
very bad taste in the translator's mouth and was not universally
welcomed by the membership who complained that other subjects had
been neglected . As you can imagine, it is a major effort by the
translator and so far no one has stepped forward to do such a large
task again.

We already have a classified section of a sort . Any member is
entitled to have two, four-line "mini-ads" printed for free each year
(additional ads cost $4 .50 each) . These ads appear throughout Tell
as space fillers at the end of articles (see below) . They do get
results.

Swiss dealers in the US come in all flavors : some are abrupt and
some are most helpful . I guess it depends upon what you ask them
to do and how they think they may profit in the long run . Overall,
they're a pretty fair group and happy to help .

Editor
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Deciphering Postal Marks

	

Harlan F. Stone

On Swiss Mail To France, 1828-45

A recent request for help on the subject of mail from Switzer-
land to France before the centralization of postal services by the
Swiss federal government led me to restudy a subject I wrote about
in 1975—erroneously, it turns out. In the November 1975 issue of
Tell (pp 200-1), I discussed the meaning of postal markings used
during the 1828/9-1845 postal treaties between France and the Swiss
cantons of Basel, Bern, Neuchatel, Vaud and Zürich, in particular
the significance of a series of single handstamped numbers extend-
ing from 1 to 6. On the basis of articles written before 1975, I
concluded then that these numbers, applied by the French exchange
offices, always represented two decimes less than the amount France
needed to refund to Switzerland for the Swiss part of the total
postage charge—that France kept the two decimes as a commission
since it had to collect the full amount from the recipient of a letter
and return part to the appropriate Swiss treaty canton . More recent
articles, which I have finally studied, make it quite clear that this
series of numbers stood for the full amounts France owed Switzer-
land, that there was no commission.

The articles, listed in the bibliography, also explain how to
calculate the full charges on letters, taking into account weight and
distance, and how to decipher certain manuscript squiggles or
flourishes (paraphs) that stood for multiples of the basic rate . To
illustrate a full range of the French and Swiss markings on mail to
France during this period, I'm reproducing five covers, starting with
the same cover that served as my "case study" in 1975.

Figure 1 : Glarus to Avignon . Weight: letter up to 7+ grams with
no notation necessary for simple weight letter . Origin CDS : Glarus;
June 28, 1838 . Local Swiss postage: 4 kreuzers (upper right) due
Glarus for delivery to Zürich . Zürich (town) exchange office's
postage accounting mark : L .Z.12.Kr. = letter via canton of Zürich,
12 kreuzers due Zürich (Glarus to French border) . French exchange
office's mark at Huningue (which used Belfort designation for rate
calculations) : Suisse par Belfort = from Switzerland via Belfort.
French postage accounting conversion mark : 5 decimes (12 kreuzers)
due Zürich . Total postage: 13 decimes noted by France as due from
recipient, based on distance from Belfort to Avignon. Division of
postage: 5 decimes for Switzerland ; 8 decimes for France.

Figure 2: Geneva to Annonay . Weight: letter of 7+ to 10 grams,
with 7+ (upper left) noting 1+ times basic rate . Origin date stamp:
Geneva, May 29, 1829 . Geneva (town) exchange office's postage
accounting mark: F .F.4 = letter via Fischer Post and Ferney, 5
kreuzers due Fischer (Geneva to French border) . French exchange
office's mark : Suisse par Ferney = from Switzerland via Ferney.
French postage accounting conversion mark : 2 decimes (4 kreuzers)
due Fischer for simple weight letter . Total postage : 11 decimes
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Fig . 1 . Glarus to Avignon.

Fig . 2 . Geneva to Annonay.

noted by France as due from recipient, based on distance from
Ferney to Annonay . Division of postage: 2 decimes x 1 ½ = 3
decimes for Switzerland ; 5 decimes x 1 ½ = 7 ½ decimes rounded up
to 8 decimes for France.
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Fig . 3 . St .Gallen to Paris.

Figure 3: St .Gallen to Paris. Weight: letter of 7+ to 10 grams
with paraph (upper left) noting 1+ times basic rate . Origin CDS:
St .Gallen, July 4, 1840. Zürich (town) exchange office's postage
accounting mark: L .Z.12.Kr = letter via canton of Zürich, 12
kreuzers due Zürich (St .Gallen to French border) . French exchange
office's mark at Huningue: Suisse-Belfort, July 6, 1840. French
postage accounting conversion mark: 5 decimes (12 kreuzers) due
Zürich for simple weight letter . Total postage: 18 decimes noted by
France as due from recipient, based on distance from Belfort to
Paris. Division of postage: 5 decimes x 11 = 7½ decimes for
Switzerland, 7 decimes x 1 ½ = 10½ decimes for France.

Figure 4: Sion to Lyon. Weight: letter of 10 to 15 grams, with
10 (upper left) noting double basic rate . Origin postmark: Sion
(internal date of April 21, 1838) . Coppet exchange office's postage
accounting mark: LV.10K . = letter via Vaud, 10 kreuzers due Vaud
(Sion to French border) . French exchange office's mark : Suisse par
Ferney. French postage accounting conversion mark: 4 decimes (10
kreuzers) due Vaud for simple weight letter . Total postage : 16
decimes noted by France as due from recipient, based on distance
from Ferney to Lyon . Division of postage : 4 decimes x 2 = 8
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Fig . 4 . St .Gallen to Paris.

decimes for Switzerland, 4 decimes x 2 = 8 decimes for France.
Figure 5 : Winterthur to Avignon . Weight: letter of 15 to 20

grams, with 15 (upper left) noting 2+ times basic rate . Origin CDS:
Winterthur, July 25, 1834 . Zürich (town) exchange office's postage
accounting mark: L .Z.8 .Kr. = letter via canton of Zürich, 8 kreuzers
due Zürich (Winterthur to French border) . French exchange office's
mark at Huningue : Suisse par Belfort . French postage accounting
conversion mark: 3 decimes (8 kreuzers) due Zürich for simple
weight letter . Total postage : 28 decimes noted by France as due
from recipient, based on distance from Belfort to Avignon.
Division of postage : 3 decimes x 2½ = 7+ decimes rounded up to 8
decimes for Switzerland, 8 decimes x 2½ = 20 decimes for France.

Bibliography
- -"Mail in Transit from Switzerland to France in the 17th, 18th

and 19th Centuries"; Denis Wilson ; Helvetia Philatelic Society
News Letter ; March and April 1985 . An excellent overview, in
English, of treaty provisions, routes and markings.

- -"The Postal Conventions between France and Foreign Countries
During the Restoration" ; J .-P. Alexandre; Review of the Academy
of Philately; published in Documents Philateliques, No . 97-100
(3Q & 4Q 1983 and 1Q & 2Q 1984) . Describes 1828/9-45 Swiss
treaty provisions, including the conversion table equating Swiss
charges in kreuzers with the French series of numbers in
decimes. Lists all Swiss and French accounting marks during
this period in illustrated catalog style . In French.

--"Tarieven en Porten"; Leo de Clercq ; read before the Belgian
Academy of Philately, Jan. 21, 1985 . Contains a kilometer table
of distances within France related to French postage charges in
decimes, and a gram table of weights related to multiples of the
decime charges during 1828/9-45 . Explains markings on 32
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Fig . 5 . Winterthur to Avignon.

covers from the different Swiss treaty cantons . In Flemish.
--"French Tax Stamps to Switzerland 1828-1845" ; Louis Vuille;

supplement to Postgeschichte und Altbriefkunde published by
Deutschen Altbriefsammler-Vereins ; no date given . Includes
maps of France showing ten concentric distance zones centered
on French exchange offices at Huningue, Pontarlier, Delle and
Ferney on which France based its postage rates of 2 to 11
decimes for letters up to 7+ grams . In German.

This article has not touched on the different postal markings that
appear on French mail to Switzerland . This writer would like to
obtain more covers from Switzerland to France . Send photocopies
with prices to PO Box 299, Summit NJ 07901.
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Maximum, Or Something Less?

	

Steven S . Weston

For several years I've been trying to learn more about what is,
and is not, a Swiss maximum card (MK) . My problem began when
I obtained what appeared to be a scarce and highly sought after
maximum card . However, I've found that there are several versions
of this particular card and that only one of them is "correct ."

Let's start with FIP's definition of
what constitutes a maximum card: a
philatelic item comprised of a postage
stamp, an illustrated postcard, and a
postmark that present the maximum
possible concordance . For example, in
1981 the Swiss PTT issued the maximum
card on the right . The card's illustra-
tion, Albert Anker, matches the stamp's design and is canceled
using the K-cancel of the town of Inns which is Anker's birthplace.
The cancel date is the first day of use for the stamp.

Another official PTT maximum card
is not so obvious . The example on the
right employs the St.Gotthard Tunnel
Opening stamp (Z .644) on a card depict-
ing the St .Gotthard Massif and canceled
on 5 .9.1980, the first day of use, using
the special cancel (Pén S.1032) which
echoes the stamp's design.

Still, there would seem to be little question about official PTT
maximum cards . They are printed and prepared by the PTT; they
have "PTT" printed on the address side; and they were distributed
and sold by the PTT. Below is a list of official Swiss PTT
maximum cards .

Official Swiss PTT Maximum Cards
Zum.# MK# Description

	

Date
635

	

1

	

Europ . Space Agcy. 6.9 .1979
644

	

2

	

St .Gotthard Tunnel 5 .9 .1980
651

	

3

	

A .Anker 150th

	

9 .3 .1981
674

	

4

	

Dressage World Cup 25 .-29 .8 .1982
698

	

5

	

Europa; Globe

	

3 .5 .1983
699

	

6

	

Europa; Locomotive 3 .5 .1983
715

	

7

	

E .Ansermet

	

7.5 .1985
716

	

8

	

F .Martin

	

7.5 .1985
725

	

9

	

Europa ; Woman

	

27 .5 .1986
726

	

10

	

Europa ; Man

	

27 .5 .1986

Cancel
1211 Genève PTT
5.1032
K .335b
S .1104
S .1134
K .200a
F .245
F .245
F .258
F .258

For some decades now, private and semi-private maximum cards
have been produced . I hesitate to call these cards unofficial . Many
were imprinted with the word "official" because they were the
official cards issued by the sponsoring groups . For the purpose of
this article, I will refer to them as "other" maximum cards . Many
of them have been listed in Swiss catalogs.
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The 1984 Ersttag- und Spezialkatalog (ESK), edited by Hans
Schwarzenbach and Max Bietenholz, says, "As 'official maximum
cards' we mean those that postal administrations have issued through
post offices ." This catalog also lists Vorläufer, or precursor,
maximum cards . The following listing of "other" maximum cards
is based upon the ESK Vorläufer listing and several other annual
catalogs: Amateur Collector Ltd ., Zumstein, and Michel SSK.

Other (Non-PTT) Cataloged Swiss Maximum Cards
Zum.# Description Date Cancel Listed In
259/61 Olympic Games 17 .6/2 .7 .1944 A.340/a/b ESK
BIE 22 Henri Pestalozzi 12 .1 .1946 Genève 1 Depot ESK /Zum
319 Football World Cup 16 .6 .1954 S .360 All
319 Football World Cup 4 .7 .1954 S .363 All
324 Autopost 50th Anniv . 3 .5 .1956 S .407 All
595+597-601 Folk Costumes (6) various various All
WIII 46-9 Messengers (4) na na Zum

only be guessed based upon catalog value.
substantial catalog value (sFr . 75-525),
buyer to ascertain
that he or she is
purchasing the "cor-
rect" card.

For example, all
of the catalogs list a
maximum card for
the 50th Anniver-
sary of the Swiss
Autopost

	

using
Z .324. This card's
price range is sFr.
400-525! But which
of these examples is
the "correct" card?
The top-right card
has the cancel and
date (not first day)
as listed in the
ESK; the bottom-
right card has the
same cancel, but is
dated 22.6 .56 . If
one is "incorrect,"
what is it worth?

January 1990

There are several problems with this list . It's incomplete ; there
are numerous maximum cards offered in auctions and by dealers
which are not listed. Although the ESK provides the most complete
description, none of the catalogs illustrate the cards listed, which
can lead to confusion, as we shall see. None of the catalogs give
any indication as to the number of cards issued ; relative scarcity can

Since all of them carry
it would be prudent for a
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Let's look at the set of four postal messenger maximum cards
using the 1974 INTERNABA miniature sheet singles . The "Zug" card
is shown for each set. Zumstein provides little information other
than a catalog value of sFr . 75. Which one is the "correct" card?

Above; hand canceled in Zug on the first day of validity for the
stamps, 29 .1 .74--8 . Other cards of the set have hand-cancels, same
date and hour, of Basel, Altdorf (Uri), and Schwyz as appropriate
for the messenger shown. The cards' illustrations do not exactly
match the stamps . The reverse sides are unprinted and unaddressed.

Facing page, top; PTT Museum cancel dated 28 .3 .74 . A set of
13 cards, showing cantonal messengers, was first produced and sold
by the PTT Museum circa 1953 and reprinted as recently as 1977.
Four cards from this set were used to produce these maximum
cards . I don't know if these maximum cards were prepared by the
PTT Museum or by a private party . Note that the stamp very
closely matches the card illustration because both designs were based
upon illustrations belonging to the PTT Museum.

So, which are the "correct" cards? The first set has first day
cancels which tie-in with the subject . The second set employs a
more "official" card . Did Zumstein produce one of the sets? Only
their catalog has a listing of these MKs . Is either set worth the
catalog price of sFr. 75 .-?

Before you answer those questions, let me say that there is no
such thing as an "incorrect" or "correct" maximum card . Both of
these cards are correct in the sense that they meet the definition of
what is a maximum card . The real question is : To which card, or
set of cards, is the catalog making reference? Any assumptions
made by the collector could prove to be expensive mistakes.
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There are many
uncataloged maximum
cards. Collectors
have been busy over
the years creating
maximum cards using
picture post cards
which closely match
the stamp designs.
Others have created
unusual and humorous
MKs such as the one
shown here which
lampoons the first Tell-Boy issue of 1907 . I'm sure the PTT didn't
appreciate this one.

One could wish for an illustrated catalog listing all known Swiss
MKs and their relative pricing . An impossible task, I'm afraid.
But, it would be nice if the existing catalog listings of MKs were
illustrated . That would avoid confusion on the part of the buyer
and seller.
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AHPS Auction Notes

Mail Auction #86 is planned for March 1990 with subsequent
auctions scheduled for July and November . Good Swiss material in
most categories is urgently needed . Please send your lots by the
early part of January to assure inclusion in Auction #86 . Describe
each lot fully and accurately, mentioning the catalog reference used.

Anyone can benefit from participation in AHPS Mail Auctions;
those who bid and those who furnish lots for the auctions have
access to a market that is particularly Swiss oriented . In addition
the 10% sales charge is one of the lowest to be found . Other than
a modest $1 .00 lot fee there is no charge made to purchasers.
These nominal fees can be a significant contribution to the continu-
ing success of AHPS if member participation is widespread.

Don't delay. Send in your lots now and make your bids when
you receive the next issue of Tell.
Vinai Grim, Auction Manager, PO Box 674, Minoqua WI 54548.

PRICES REALIZED

New Members
2346 Frank J . Buono, New York 2347 Peter von Euw, California
2348 George W . Geib, Indiana

	

2349 Erdmann Schmocker, Ill.
Reinstatements

1251 Earl Pacitti

	

1469 Lincoln D . MacArthur
1725 Michael Goldsmith

	

1576 Harry C. Winter
Deceased

1145 Herbert P . Heynemann

	

2158 Ernest L . Schwarz
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Sticker Shock

	

Felix Ganz

We all have had our troubles with the USPS yellow or pink
registration slips that are often attached to the front of covers over
the postage stamps. Removing them is almost impossible unless
done within hours of attachment, and even then part of the stamp
or cover will rip away most of the time.

But, there is another potential problem
associated with these self-adhesive stickers.
The above cover, a Swissair Zürich to
Cyprus first-flight in 1971, originating in
Liechtenstein (perfectly normal, several thousand exist), was
registered to insure an arrival strike on the reverse . Unhappily, the
Liechtenstein postal administration at that time used (and I believe
still does) a self-adhesive registration label at its philatelic sales
office. This registration label is different from all other Liechten-
stein registration labels . The illustration clearly shows the perma-
nent damage, a brown stain which has bled through the front of the
fairly good and thick cover . A piece of neutral, acid-free paper or
a solvent resistant piece of plastic will have to be inserted to
prevent the spread of the stain to the back of the cover . The label
itself has none of the original adhesive remaining on its back ; it has
all migrated into the cover and cannot be removed (unless someone
knows of a solution to this problem).

Naturally, one can regum the label and stick it back on ; but the
damage is done nonetheless and, therefore, undamaged Zürich-
Nicosia flight covers may become world rarities in fifty years.

What can we do? Nothing really, except wince and note that
another newfangled invention is doing more damage than good.
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Postmarks
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Sales Circuit Notes

I hope you had a good holiday season. Circuit sales in 1989
were the greatest—more circuits, more sales and more happy buyers
and sellers than ever before . I'd like to thank you all and offer
best wishes for a prosperous and healthful New Year.

Despite the heavy inflow of cover material, there is strong
demand for more. Full or half books of quality material of single,
or two related categories are needed (except post-1960 FDCs).

New Scott Catalog Causes Controversy and Raises Questions
As you probably know, Scott Publishing reduced many values in

the 1989 Scott Catalog . In 1990 they reduced values again . Scott
states that values in the 1990 catalog are actual average retail prices
of stamps graded fine/very-fine (regarding centering, and cancella-
tion of used stamps) and in sound condition (no faults) . Also, they
have established a point in time for each category of stamp issue
(regular, semi-postal, air mail, etc .) beyond which the catalog values
for mint stamps are for never hinged condition . The values quoted
for mint stamps before that point are for examples in hinged
condition . The catalog does not provide values for MNH stamps
before that cutoff point nor for hinged stamps after that point.
Scott's objective is to publish a net price catalog.

In comparison, the 1990 Zumstein Switzerland/Liechtenstein
Catalog continues the policy of making value changes for stamps
and stamp sets as market conditions dictate . Also, nearly all stamps
are priced in hinged and never hinged condition.

The significant changes in Scott's pricing and policy raise some
important questions . Has the market value of Swiss stamps declined
as a result of the decline in the 1990 Scott catalog values? How can
a buyer or seller determine a fair price for stamps using the current
Scott catalog?

The following analysis may be helpful; it highlights the changes
made by Scott this year and compares the 1990 Scott values with the
1990 Zumstein values . My analysis is based on a comparison of
over 100 randomly selected mint and used single, set and minia-
ture sheet values as listed in the 1989 and 1990 Scott and 1990
Zumstein catalogs . The Swiss franc was converted to the U .S. dollar
at the rate of 63c per franc. Mint never hinged was compared to
mint never hinged ; hinged to hinged; and so on.

The average 1990 Scott values for mint never hinged and hinged
stamps are about 80% of the 1989 Scott Catalog values . Used
stamps are roughly 75% of 1989 values . The decline in Scott's
catalog values are somewhat less for stamps issued in the 1980s and
more for those issued in the early 1900s.

Average values for mint never hinged and hinged stamps are
roughly 78% of Zumstein Catalog values, and 69% for used stamps.
Generally, there is less price variation for back-of-the-book items
than for regular and semi-postal items.
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There are a few notable exceptions to these patterns:

Scott 1989 Scott 1990 Zum. 1990
Scott -# Zum # MH Used MH Used MH Used
136a 107 5 .50 60 .00 10 .00 20 .00 7.56 78 .75
90 67B 160 .00 9 .50 95 .00 .75 141 .75 11 .02
401-21 DV 1-21 56.25 185 .05 62.15 136 .65 58.27 151 .20

In the first and second examples, Scott changed prices dramatic-
ally and probably unrealistically. Can you imagine a F/VF Scott #90
selling for 75 cents? In the last example, Scott raised its valuation
for the stamp set to a level even higher than Zumstein's valuation.
It's reasonable to believe that these are isolated errors or aberrations
and that they do not invalidate the other values in Scott's catalog.

Part of the difference in values between Zumstein and Scott is
due to the rate of exchange for the Swiss franc . If and when the
franc falls below 63¢, Zumstein values will fall as well and could
conceivably reach the point where they are comparable or less than
Scott's values.

It's doubtful that the reduction in Scott values will have any
significant effect on the actual market value of Swiss stamps.
Increase or decline in the Swiss franc exchange rate would have a
greater effect on the market value in U .S. dollars . The market is
largely guided by the values quoted by Zumstein . Many U .S.
auction houses now quote Zumstein Catalog values for better Swiss
items and lots are frequently knocked down at prices which
approach those attainable in Switzerland.

The 1988 Scott Catalog values were much higher than those in
subsequent editions. Some dealers continue to use the 1988 catalog
and base their prices on a percentage, typically 30-60%, of these
values . After a time, I believe most dealers, who do not use
Zumstein or other European catalogs, will switch to the 1990 Scott
for valuation purposes, but they will base their prices on a much
higher percentage of catalog value, probably 60-90% . While the
technique used to value stamps may change, the net result should
essentially be the same.

Switzerland is the major market for Swiss philatelic material and
Zumstein is probably closer to that market than anyone . Their
catalog is actually a price list and is used as such by dealers and
collectors in Switzerland and elsewhere . In Switzerland, discounts
from Zumstein may be available, but they are puny. Buyers in the
U.S. who can obtain good quality Swiss material at 40-60% of
Zumstein prices are doing well and anything less is a real bargain.

Any collector who has a special interest in Swiss philately would
be well advised to use the Zumstein Catalog not only as a price
reference for single stamps, but also for the information it contains
about blocks-of-four, FDCs, airmail and PJ precursors, stamps on
cover, and much more . Catalogs are available from two of our
advertisers : Riviera Stamps and Zumstein (via Styne Co . Ltd.).
Emil L. Tobler, POB 26, Bradford RI 02808 ; Tel . 401-377-2235.
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Literature Reviews

	

Felix Ganz

The ZumsteinKatalogSchweiz/Liechtenstein 1990, once a pocket
catalog, now runs to over 450 pages—an indication that even
countries with conservative new issue policies produce more than
they used to, or perhaps should . Thus, Switzerland's stamps from
1843 to 1945 make do with 112 pages, including a great number of
varieties, while issues from 1946 to date fill 150 pages.

This handy catalog shows all stamps in color, including some
major varieties, and the colors are reasonably close or better . A
color indexing system along the page edge helps a collector find
the various categories and periods of stamps such as airmail, postage
due, pre-1900, etc.

Booklet panes, except recent ones with features distinguishing
them from their sheet issue cousins, are not listed because early
pane fakes can be created by anyone in possession of a sheet margin
block and scissors; but all tête-bêche, interspace and se tenant
combinations are listed and priced, some with amazing increases.

Price advances are easy to spot because the editors introduced
"price trend arrows" last year . These arrows, placed next to any
price changes, show whether the price was changed upward or
downward from last year 's price.

Another important feature is the catalog's separate pricing
columns for mint, used, blocks of four used, and stamp on cover.
Cover prices are realistic and many U .S. bourse dealers ought to
realize from these notations that their prices are often unfortunate
flights of fancy . It should be said, however, that one must read the
introduction (unhappily appearing in French and German only) very
carefully to understand the "on-cover" pricings . The price dif-
ference between MNH and hinged is noted with a discount
percentage (as high as 50%) for hinged material at the top of the
MNH price column on each page.

The Liechtenstein section is 135 pages and may be split off to
a separate catalog some day . There are approximately 210 price
increases through 1933, 270 between 1934 and 1959, none from
1960 to 1984, and, surprisingly, 237 since 1985 . Only two price
decreases were noted, not including maximum cards, FDCs, etc.

Campione d'Italia takes up two pages ; UN Geneva, twenty
eight—both with nary a change, price-wise.

The catalog can be obtained in paper-bound or spiral-bound
versions . To Swiss or Liechtenstein specialist, this book is an
absolute must.

The Amateur Collector Ltd . has released a Stamp Catalogue of
Switzerland 1990 Supplement in lieu of an completely new catalog.
This supplement provides a user with over 800 price changes,
mostly in concordance with the price advances seen in the 1990
Zumstein catalog . The supplement cannot be used by itself and the
price (and other) changes must be recorded by hand in the 1989
catalog in order to be of use.
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There is really little else to say about the supplement except that
it contains corrigenda page of nearly 40 entries (which must also be
noted in last year's catalog) . Some of these were caused by last
year's changeover from Pounds to Dollars; others were typos; and
unfortunately at least one new error is found in the last corrigenda
entry which states that a "70c . value" was added to the postal people
series, where rightfully it should read "75c . value".

The supplement runs twelve pages and is available for $4 .00 (no
price given for postage) from The Amateur Collector Ltd ., PO Box
242, London N2 OYZ.

Les TimbresFiscaux CantonauxDe Vaud, by Denis Gainon and
Robert Hürlimann, is the fifth, and concluding pamphlet in a series
listing the revenue stamps of French-speaking Switzerland . Previous
publications (still available) covered the cantons of Geneva,
Fribourg, Valais and Neuchatel.

The listing concerns itself with state issues only (no community
issues) but vastly updates what had been listed in catalogs published
decades ago . Stamps are shown by category and every item is
priced . Enlarged illustrations show differences in subtypes or
printings . The illustrations are satisfactory or better and the entire
publication is extremely clean and clear to the point that its being
in French only makes not the slightest difference.

This pamphlet, and the preceding ones, should make collectors
of fiscals rather happy . The pamphlet is 34 pages, staple-bound
with a soft cover . It can be ordered from Robert Hürlimann,
Grünweg 2, CH-2502 Biel, Switzerland, for sFr . 10.- plus seamail
postage of sFr . 1 .60. Personal checks are discouraged.
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